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D two auxiliary suction openings, whic^ can be connected with pipes of any length and serve for raising water or fine material. The upraise pipe is now generally made with heavy tf eel plate, and the elevator itself of cast steel, instead of cast iron, the weight being much reduced in this way. The pipe • is greatly contracted at the throat- or lower end of the elevator, into which the nozzle discharges. .1 lie no^Ie and th.e throat are sunk in a sump excavated in the bed-rock, and the gravel is wa-slied down by any means (usually by a jet from an ordinary hydraulic nozzle) into this sump. The entrance to the upraise pipe is protected by a coarse grating, which prevents large stones, pieces of wood, etc., from entering it,. The force of water is enough to complete the disintegration of the gravel cLuiing its passage through the upraise pipe, so that a short sluice is enough to effect the washing proper. If the .excavation is carefully arranged, it ma/y be kept funnel-shaped, so that the •elevator, once placed in a sump, nuvy- be worked there permanently without being moved. When the pit is large enough, the washing may be done -inside it, only the tailing beinir raised to the surface by the hydraulic- elevator. The head of water required varies according to the vertical height through which the gravel must he raised ; ^ Ixead of about 60 feet is required for •every 10 feet of vertical upraise.
Wherever the necessary head of water is available, the hydraulic elevator is now recognised as a «roo<l method of working flat placers, river-bars, etc., •or any deposits which are either below tlie water level of the district, or which have not sutticient fall for the disposo,! of the tailings by gravity. It is in wide use in California and New /ealaracL The following instances of work in both countries may ^ be ^iven : - At the Blue Spar Consolidated Gold Mining Company, (Jahriel's (Sully, NTow Zealand,1 tailing which has accumulated close to the sea on the foiv.sliore, is sluiced in this manner. The vertical upraise is 00 feet, the anifk> of inclination of the upraise pipe being •63-5° ; about 4KO tons of gravel an* raised per shift, the head of water used being 400 feet, while the amount of waiter used in each elevator is seventeen government heads. The sluice is sluort, and has an inclination of only 3|-inches in 12 feet-; the upper parts a, re fitted with transverse, patent r~-shaped, angle iron rifiles, in which tlio angle faces up stream (see Fig. 50). The lower jHirts of the sluice him* ti false bottom of wrought-iron plates, perforated with round holes ; benejd li these plates is the true bottom of the sluice, covered with roroanut matting in which fine gold is caught. The tailing is discharged into the sea.
At Quart/, Valley, Siskiyou County, California,2 on hard ground, where the elevator was first used, it took forty-three days to work out a piece of ground 300 feet, by 250 f<*et, which wa,s of an average depth of 18 feet. The bank was washed down with 000 miner's inches of water, and went to the •elevator through a 30-inch becl-nx'k flujtne, which had a grade of 5 inches in 12 feet. The water and gravel were raised through a 20-inch elevator pipe without any contraction at th«* tliroat. It was set at an angle of 40°, .and the pipe, was 42 feet lon«j, the vertical upraise being thus 28 feet. The force used WUH 1,01 Hi inches of water with. a, head of 230 feet, delivered through a 6-inch nozzle, and the "ravel wan c^rrrptied into a sluice 6 feet by 3 feet, with a grade of 1| inches in 12 feet. "When 3,500 inches of water were running in thin sluice, they could not ca/rry off all the gravel raised by the
1 New Zealand Minint/ ('tHti/uMoHCrs9 J&eport, 1891, p. 65.
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